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OUR 77th YEAR

Murray, K ., Monday Afternoon, December 24, 1956
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MURRAY POPULATION 10,100
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Uncle Sam Turns
Out To Be Santa
Claus To Child
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Effort On To
Put Christ In
Christmas

BERLIN 1111 — The U. S. Army
today ordered a stuffed toy
animal incl_i_lricycle for a Milt,
Irish girl who addressed her
Christmas letter to Uncle Sam
instead of Santa Claus.
Sernea Little of Dublin said
she heard U. S. soldiers here
were entertaining 3,500 orphans,
refugees and other children at
Christmas parties. She wrote to
"The U. S. Army Chief in Berlin" asking, "please, do you
think you could .share one of
your parties with us?"
She said her five-year old
crippled sister Sharman has undergone three operations on her
legs and will soon go to London
for another. "She is very good
and we all love her," the letter
said. "Mummy calls her ou
little blessing. She is dying fort
a sausage dog and a trike to
ricillti• She is in bed since Saturday with a bad cold." t
Army officials said "a ,sausage
dog and a trike" a re on their
way to Dublin.

By LOUIS CASSELS
United Press Staff Correspondefit
• WASHINGTON ,IP" — Churches have a long way to go in
their efarts to "put Christ bark
into Christmas." the dean of
Washington Cathredral said today.
Despite 'a marked increase in
attendance at Christmas worship services in the last few
years. Fiareis----Sayre said, thefe
are 'still "a 'great many" Americans to whom the birthday of
Christ is "merely an excuse for
wassailing."
Reminding people of the true
meaning of Christmas — through
religious themes in green*
cards, store window -displays and
elsewhere — is a "commendable" movement. the Episcopal
clergyman said. ''But it can
have only - a "limited" effect
in rescuing Christmas from 'pa-

Buying Season
Crosses Econotnists •

cluding

NEW YORK 'IT
The biggest
Christmas buying season in history left many economists eating
their predictions.
Merchants in the big cities
generally didn't do as well as
in 1955. But their suburban
cohorts cut a bigger slice of
the retail sales pie.
Many economists admitted that
their sales predictions turned out
to be much too optimistic.
Dun & Bradstreet said a preliminary survey of retailers in
66 cities indicated that consumer
buying in December 1956 will
be the best for any Yuletide
season, despite a slow start.
The statistical agency said its
poll showed that retail volume i
this month may hit $20 billion
—a new all-time high. That's
a gain of 3.5 per cent over
" iobust 1955.
It noted that many retailers
had anticipated bigger year-toyear gains than those realized.
Dun & Bradstreet also said fewer stores were able to top their
year-ago sales levels than in
December 1955.
Economist A. W. Zelomek told
the United Press that while
Christmas sales will hit a new
peak this year, they will "fall
far below optimistic and exaggerated forecasts."
Zelomek said unseasonally
warm weather, and international,
developments helped to temper
the consumer's buying, urge. He
noted that many companies and
individuals gave money previously earmarked for Christmasl
gifts to Hungarian -refugee relief
and other charities.

'the wonderful thing
about Christmas is that each
year, without fail, it works
its miracle over again. With
the approach of the Holiday
Season, the spirit becomes
refreshed, the heart uplifted,
and the world suddenly is
full of smiling people, bursting with good will towards
their fellow-man.

.1

of good cheer and brotherly
love that we wish our friends
1
a very Merry Christmas.and
T „
a P:"L ^" r.

All Maul Will Be
Delivered By Tuesday
WASHINGTON Ir — The Pet
Office promises to see that "no
Christrids mail remains undelivered in post offices on Christ.
mas Day."
Acting Postmaster General
Maurice H. Stans made t h e
pledge in telegrams to local
Chambers of Commerce across
the nation. He asked them to
help by repotAing on the mail
situation in their areas.

-Tr

Debo., ,lr.-

in The place to be on Christmas Eve and Christmas morning, he said is "in ypur own
church.'thanking God with your
own lips and in your own heart
fop- his great Christmas gift to
Ur world."

Ike And Mamie To
Observe .Christmas
In The 'Whitehouse
The Staff of The Daily Ledger & Times Wishes Everyone a Merry Christmas And A Happy New Year

Eagle Quits Home
Life For The Blue
SALT LAKE CITY UP - A
golden eagle that crashed safely
through the windshield of James
0 Rhead's truck as he drove 70
iniles an hour over the Nevada
desert later took fate into its own
•
wings and flew the coop.
Rhead brought the giant bird—
wing spa nd 80 inches—to hitt
home here, offered publicly to
away, then debated whegive
ther the eagle might be happier
back on the desert.
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gt is in this atmosphere

,
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nto Christ's Coming
ganiza
lliep
tiren.'
om
roblem. he said,•
t61
it "Tlitiiir
seamy ...13014inal Christians, do not really believe the
"glad tidings of great joy"
which Christmas publishes to
the world.
"Christmas reiresents the coming of Jesus 'Christ into the
world,"- he said, "and observance
, of it consciously or unconsciotttly
reflects the importance we attach to that, event.
"For those who believe • that
'God was. in Christ. reconciling
the world until Himself', Christmas will always bring a sense
of profound awe and thanksgiving,
"But_ to. the great many who
do not accept Christ as the
Divine Son of God and the
I Redeeming Saviour of mankind,
Christmas is and will continue
to be merely an excuse for
wassailing."
Grandson of Wilson
Dean Sayre, a grandson of
President Wilson, has been a
major contributor to the interdenorninatiOnal effort to restore
the religious meaning of Christmas. Holiday services in his
gothic cathredral
high-vaulted
on Mount St.' Albans have been
broadcast to the nartion by television and radio for the past
several years, and will be again
this year. The cathedral's Christmas Eve service will be carried by CBS television and radio
networks at .,11 p.m. FST: the
Chrltmas morning service by
NBC- television at 11 A.m. EST.
Although he is gratified by
public interest in the cathe-,
dral's services, Sayre would not
have anyone nourish the idea
that watching television is -just
• as good"' as attending church

Guy LeRoy Smith
Bobby Coles
Edward Smith
Burnie Killebrew
R. J. McDougal
Willibin Hornbuckle

-

Joe Oval-bey
Jerry Montgomery
Jerry Adams
Buzz Williams

Joe Pat Thornton
Larry Hosford
Travis Ethridge
Cordie McDougal
Jim Dumas

Jesse Shaw
Jimmy Graham
Charles David Richardson
Richard Hurt

Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Williams
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Williams
James Harmon
Mrs. Lester Farmer
Greene Wilson
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

John Darnall
Joe Boggess
Danny Workman
Phillip Sparks

Bill Solomon
Richard Workman
Jimmy Bucy
Carl Brandon

WASHINGTON 4? — Presi- deet Eisenhower- -and- Mrs:
senhower have decided to celebrate Christmas in the White
House again this year /ft probably an old-fashioned' family
style.
Presidential Press Secretary
James C. Hagerty gave out no
details in announcing that the
first -family will spend Christmas
in the executive mansion. But
, it is more than likely the Ei, I senhower children and grandchildren will be on hand as they
were last year.
--- The, Wkite House already is
, decorated with poinsettias. mistletoe, greenery and Christmas
trees including a giant silvertrimmed tree flanked by a manger scene in the oast ballroom.
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Sports Parade

Burdette Tops In

UP Managers
Of The Year
Are Named

Earned Raps

Last 55 Years
Were Interesting
For Brawl Rickey

NEW YORK 41+ -- Lew Burdette, who's generally rated the
-- Branca
PFITSBURGH
Milwaukee Braves' No. 3 pitcher,
Rickey, who was 75 December
• '
was credited twills, with an
20, looked back upon his 55 years
earned run average that entitles
in baseball as a rich, rewarding_
han U claim he's the No. 1
experience that beausi by aces.
pitcher in the National League.
NEW
- Casey Sten- dent,
CHICAGO WI - Minor LengeThe ex-New ' York Yankee
'1 he retired general manager
baseball teams should be able farmhand from Nitro, W. Vass gel of the Yankees and Birdie
to stabilize their iineups much topped all other pitchers in the Tebbets of the Redlegs, a pair of the Piusoureh Pirates, wnu
earlier than usual next spring circuit with •a 271 earned run of pilots trom entirely different created baseball emplees in Si.
tacause the major leagues will average and embellished that schools, were named the major Leuis and Brooklyn, paused from
have to release more surplus perfertnance by also leading in leagues' managers of the year a game of chess at his suourlaan
alayers 30 days earlier than in shutouts with' six. Burdette fin- today by the United Press.
Fox Chapel home to reflect orf
Both the 67-year old Stengel, the past.
Britiah Share !pinion
.he past.
ished the season a Ali a 19-10
The California sky pate see.aut
The major leagues Tuesday record and 18 cornaless essries in winner of his sixth world cham- "•1 bad not intended to go into
pionship this year, and the 43- sports permanently or as an athfrom ttus corner to nisi: bees accepted the minor league pro- 3a starts. '
lOictiy oft base a ti'• '-- • • :1 •
posal to force the big league
Warren Spahn, aSitaeas old year old Tebbetts, who led Cin- letic director," he said. " I had
IUPTION HMI& By Carer in Murray. per week W. pr;
!Made this charge but they wersq stubs to reduce their rosters /ace of the Milwaukee staff, cinnati to the surprisingly strong
Ilion.h /lac. In Calloway and adjoaang counees, per year $3 SO; elseinteaded to follow the law but
milted tiecause the ss.,,er.e.s.is -o 23 men by the opening day ranked second to Burdett° with third place finish in the National
Woes-. .T fit.
got sidetracked. It acerr.ed the
drew so many raves.
,,f the major league season, • 2.79 ERA - the sixth time League; won the titles by oversidetrack became the main line
Sitting in the Melbourne tars- • iseally before :he ..geriiiig
In his career that he has corn- whelming margins.
•
for Me, but not regretfully so.
" - DEltEllBER 24, 1956
! PH tLADELF'H lik Ils - Rice cket Grounds as !acne:cis re- in any minor aissacs.
‘
3dONDA
Stengel
collected
33
from
votes
pied a .srating belew 3.00 it's been an interesting 55 years."
Casares. who lea the Chicago tained the vaultiag sateen, it
baseball
writers
the
throughout"
Previauslya, the major league while Johnny Antonelli of the
The Mahatma chuckled when ei
Beata to the National Feetball seamed to me that he gut one clubs could retain 40 men if New York Gainta. was 'third eight American League cities to
'
Lee/Ma's Wastetn Deasian chasn- ' of the !Iambi hands of the entire they chose until 30 days after et 236. Sal Mune sill Don wind up with a comfortable asked if he were preparing his
p.onshireawottnd up the 1456 re- week. At the basketball heal, the season opening. Most et Newcombe of the firoelciya lodg- margin over runnerup Paul Rich- memoirs. 'Me past season was
gular scrams only 20 yards shert'they almost tore dt wn the /ewes , them usually kept 30 players ers rounded otts Ihe use five ards, the Baltimore manager who the first in 55 years that .Ricatey
Ledger and Times File
•
had failed to take a fully active
was named on five ballets.
ot equalling ,the league record when the Americans recersasa antli just before the 30 day at 2.87 end 3.06, reaseeavely.
sa"
their medals, with particularly; deadline requiring them to reBob Buhl, usually &eta the ' Tebbetts gathered 43 votes and oar: in baseball.
a• . Funeral services were conducted today at Mt. Pleas- in yards gain...et rushing.
"I've been interestingly busy."
The former Univeisity of Flo- thunderous ovations for Bill Ruse I aye! their roster to 25.
Braves' No. 2 pitcher behiad had an even greater margin
j nt Church for Mary Attcline Wilson. 72. who died 'Foeeut 190 tell and K. C. Jones, who weft
grinding
of
fullbazia
forciag,-reduction
rule
The
ride
wound up ninth. in fie than Stengel. The Redlegs' man- , ne said. -Yes, I've been thinking
fl..
Spahn
.- •at •• he home...of her s:ster. NIrs. Jake Perry near
0.
as
Yards in last Sunday's elotcher strikeout: agtinst the Russians.. !he major league rosters to 25 IRA table at 3.32, according ager's closest competitor.,aw as along th lines of writing about
:e1.•Rev. Hall of Puryear Tenn., anti Rev. A. C. Childers against the Detroit Lions. ran
Must of the other athle,.tes - to-mains effective 30 days after to the official figures compiled . Walt Alston, who led the. Brookexperienae. You ;caneaff:casts 0.
lyn Dodgers to the National I net speed more than a half cenball for 1,126 yards int 12 except the harried. Russians 4.! the opening day of the season.
by the Eliah Baseball Bureau.
the
'Mrs.
sister,
League pennant. Alston ,received tury in the game without think-, ,
Mrs. Perry, she is survived by it
enthusiastically praised the re- , The major leagues acceded to
Haz_,„t,..u.ses for an steerage of
Newcombe. major league pit- ! three votes.
W. M. CrLig; Hazel and one brother. Elum
mg of the -people in it.
yards per carry on "234 at.emp:s. ception tt•ey received from ths every request by t h e minor
of the year and the NL's
Although Tebbets is a great i aim great points of interests
• I leagues and also adhpted a rest- cher
eL
The only player in NFL history Australiaii crowds.
And the Aaasie fans were ' Ietion providing for the minor most valuable player, led in I admirer of Stengel, he employs the facinaUga mimeof eating, the,
1111-. and Mrs. T. O. Turner. well known residents of ta t..p that %as Si we Van Buren,
•
.
qaick to "get on" their owp and major jeague meetings to victories and his 27-7 record I different managerial methods.
persoaahtklasiend the. huntak • to'Murray. Jeleirirated their 5-1th wedding anniversary on who totaled 1.146 aards for the
Regarded more as sone of the
' guys when they got out of lines be ht-Id at the same site each also gave him a league-leading
Philadelphia Ktgles in 1949.
‘"etlries.tjay. Decerniter l.
age. Nees.eetbe, who boys"s by Cincinnati- playlets :than 4#11$4...r4het
94 pe
tegirnels,
minor
st
she
ith
yearcourse, the • perionatklm *wpm
oim011ie Matmo aaf- the-Ctrialsace
Boo Aussie Boaters
W. H. Hill has ju.t 1.-en named 19-16 Callowafr`
ad an .800 percentage in 1955, Stengel is among the Yankees.
.
odd
in
location
the
piclaina
vice the second best
As' an example, in an India- re:adhered_ years ard the -majors is only the fifth pitcher in the Tebbettre_ admits he uses psy- human interest. But the aeience
4v corn growing chatn:.:on for producing a yield -of M.26 Cardinals
•'t' 921 Australia soccer snatch
und.ne. per
in Syd- Tamale the:site hi even numher- league's history to rank first chology to a great extent in ul the game, • although it has
obusl7els of torn per acre in a live acre plot on his farm
cattle!". also giving i
yards on 1
i
nes•
th'.s
wifek,
the
crowds
prae- edayears.
in percentage for two consecu- handling his Then and also has progressed, has not reached its
from
received
just
bulletin
a
to
spear Murray, according
an average gain of 4 8 yards. licalty rear the • Aussie players
him
tive seasons.
a tendency to use his starting full bloom."
clown
voted
owners
club
The
Growing
"-1114ra
headgiaarters'of the 1946 National DKitlb Corn
Quarterback Eddie Briaae of : out of thy stadium - viten th , a proposal forbidding the teamsl relief pitchers interchangenicy.
ab
4.CoLt,•:4.
the Bears, uho ranged second home lads got mad because they ter of championship games to
AIM° announce the among passers in 1955, finished were taking a shellacking.
ORANGEBURG, F. C. "Oli
and Mrs. (laude Dunla.
Stengel, on the °thee hand,
nah-major league parks, thus
ju4s4ch;vviiibirtith
;Irlarriage of their dangnter. Dorothy Neil, to Mr. Ted first this year with 96 camplee .
lint°°eupm_
Aer
washIt
if
Brooklyn,
Veteran police marksmen were
Seems that India is about as permitting
th
d.
(
W
tlogs
sho
oe:
phy
d
Aktkin., son of Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Atkins of near Mur- Lions out ef 168 passes thrown
taken aback when fire prize
good as they come in soma es. to continue playing league
1
.
•
fi
a
touchdewns.
is
Casey
11
yards.
order,
first
Le67
the
for
also
They
City.
?ray.
in a turkey shoot went to
end the Aussies -had boastea • games in Jersey
believer in the platoon system. i
and an average gain of 9.92
Policewoman W. E. Moore.
they could saikea• the Bengal rejected a proposal to increase
World Series
the allotment
chairman of the Southern yards.
It was the first time Mn.
betters, . 7
The FHA had their meeting
BillyWilson of San Francisco
,ickets to each major league
C.,. u-rr:a r rrtrrettee set up to
Moore had ever fired a shotwas
meeting
The
12th.
December
Eut the Indians, who h a :cam from 50 to 100.
• ease the stax att..rney general caught 60 aasaes for the first
gun.
LOSER TELLS:ALL
On request of Commissioner called tos order by the President.
time in his career, gaining 589 beaten Australia. 4-2. in th:. ,'1 :1:'-` pro, ention.
Washer.
Barbara
voted
d seussoci ways of deal- yards "and scoring an even dozen'Olympics. ran up a fast three - Fsrd Frick. the Owners
Seven
Fire Truck Needs Two Crews
VAN NUYS, Calif.
The discussion of the meeting
...s. -,..th -Ir..a addiction in a touchdowns. Detroit'sgoal lead and the Aussies beigin out the rule governing the signcard players found that
•
SAN PEDRO, Calif.
baseball players, was about the m o t. h e r and arrested
college
of
.ng
:
fists
sas
_well
their
as
use
to
far
Bobby
prodared
the
Sens
'
sta-cment
points,
In
another member of their com- takes two fire crews to man
or is addic-. ;•:sy
L! effective Feb. 1. 1957. The car- daughter banquet and "the FFA
crobed
and
The
feet
their
he:nis.
with
y
;tidic.ar
scorer
a'e
lading
sthe
sra
•
.
Layn,
on
mm
bcoittee
s'i
winning bee Oa 'the 'city's pumper trucks.
lit a .2. t 3r to a
col- and FHA party. The party was bine really held the
ca:.nattency.
-Ired by Casares with trans' gave it to them and rooted I rent rule prohibits signing
99. follot
in the, One crew fights a fire while
0 n
ware- tor 0
.
cr:
begineing decided for Valentine'a Day, and aces despite his losing
the
from
players
lege
Indians.
':.
the
for
solidly
.
the
of
Blanda
George
,,„ out of four i 84 and
'ahe soliBee. pokes ,Tip..onfkiglor to
rnw_h f wh.ch
the mother-daughter banquet is game.. The disgractled loser
1 le said !hat
until
year
.
of
sophOmor'e
their
•
hat
.
•
81.
attires
seho soored
I don't know
to be held in April at the Mur- called vice squad officers • and ask*i
Cslaerria crtrhos' are traced di- Bears.
that
except
uates,.
r class gralibe
7 1-1i-ii
Norm Van - l'srocklin i dr t h e . Richards was watching. gaitsbut,*a't
there was a card
This ust:mate came tr.
r.:r•ly ..r .ndtreely to narcotics
in ease ra Y. Woman's Club house. The told them
sign
may
cc
ay
p
a
Rams successfully defended his • th • I
ber: A. Nocia Jr.. Br--sr. H:::s.
w crowd •vas a ' , of hariship. should he reach exact date will be announced game in a building behind the
police station.
-- : punting - championship, finishing , as impartial as it could be. ou
- - the age of 21, or should he quit later.
with a 43.1-yard averaar. Ken couldn't blame 'em for shovse
After the business, songs were
.
• ; schooL
The full facilities of the War- ,
, Kenz of the Cleveland' Breams dewn v-hen one of the.
ner Bros. itudiat in Hollywood I
was the numbars one man in : !ads broke through, but
re
punt returns. pasting an average this spectator's seat, they
mg was adyteurned by Barbara are being made available to producers of film programs for the
great.
of 14.4 yards.: i
Washer.
ABC-TV network.
Reporlr of Kfrksey
By OSCAR FRALEY
Tan. s-li......rd. Otto
United .Piese Sports Writer
U. lt.-12
Austraiti,
ay))X a
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Casares Is
S:iort Of
League Record

Pugh flying ,
RP :n the truer'
at Meibpurne,
national ga,.,,
the %suiting s .car put the rap
on Aussie crest-03a He stai it
on television and his neruarks
were earned in ever) newsPatter
in the land.
"The Austrahan tans ate unees:es." sermonized Richards."a he y
are soo intent on sits tug the*
cheers for Austranans and w*
felt father. bad's: Assiut it.''
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10 Yearb Ago This Week

•

1

FHA News

Drug Addicts Pay
High For Narcotics

e-

.. i
TANYA BACK HOME AT LAST

,,eircet,41.41,rey doPi!
Named ter-wipaldi,
.re Centre ManAnniversary

•

T all our friends, an- old-fashioned
Christmas ssish. tfay.all the joys of the
season eat ich soar heart thi.s da_s and lutever.

. Seaford & Ray Furniture Co.
s'

_.•1
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, doe,4 11-44
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TANYA INIECZOK. 2. and ber mother Eke a, 23, are met in Detroit
by George Dieczok cm their return from London, where the metner
went to Institute :egal action to prevent the girl's father from.
continuing on to Ruassia with her. George Dieezok Is Tanya's •
(international Soundpitato)
foster father.
-- - - - -----

To Silver
All American Team

NEW YORK 4f1 -Dr. Clem
E. Bininger, Kansas City, a for- I
mcr Centre College football player, ii este of 25 men chosen for '
a "Silver Anniversary All-America A aard" by a national sports
magazine.
Sports Illustrated has set up
the award for *allege feotball
players of the class of 1931 who
since then have-Ertii, v•-d outstanding success add performed
distinguished--service to their
communities.
Dr Eininger is 'a Kansas City
rnizteaer.
HORSE PARKING
GRANGEVILLE. Ida. Sr
Overparked horses will be treated the same as overriarked auto- .
mobiles here. Police Chief Leo
Whitcomb said sometimes two
hones are tied to a single parking meter. but the riders closat
put a cein in the meter for
parking privileace

NOW SHOWING
Ends Xmas Night

FHA
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MOSCOW ADMITS UNREST
RA BALTIC STATES,
1INDESIRAbLE ELEMENTS'
ARE BEING DEPORTED
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Outland Bakery

CRACKS IN THE KREMLIN WALLS

*

TOWARD
THE
UN

PATRONAGE DURING

Figure dances Were taken to
Ran,vay about 1500 by English
clerks who visited Norwegian
bist, t).
_
/
'

-

OGGIT
Z

F.7'7:: YOUR FRIENDLY -

•

..‹,_\ --- , )....

WILLIAM
HOLDEN

.,

[IND VIRGINIA CHARLES
l&GRAW

MAN • LEITH -

,. .

Vb
We Will Be

POUSH TROOPS CALLED
OUT TO GUARD SOVIET
INSTALLATIONS AGAINST
WRATH Of STUDENTS

9Ib

CLOSED

SPECtea SOVIET GUARDS
PLACED AT UNIVERSITIES
TO PREVENT RIOTING IN
EAST GERMANY

Tuesdly - December 25

▪ •

FOR CHRISTMAS

Wednesday - Decembei26
Pc-suit us to express oar sincere thanks
patr:,nage, and rn scish
jot sods,%oU

Preparing For Our
BIG AFTER CHRISTMAS SALE
Which Will Start Thursday

[HUNGARY REVOLT CONTINUES
STRIKES AND SLOW-DOWNS
AGAINST THE RUSSIAN TANKS
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FEEDING

RULES

"Rules of thumb" in
feeding frequently can help the
farmer make a profit, says CharF. Buck, UK animal
livestock
husbandman. Here are a few:
Economical feeding is based
on good pasture, hay and silage,
farm-grown grains, supplemented with needed proteins, minerals and vitamins; don't overfeed
or underfeed; creep-feed beef
calves if milk and pasture are
short; give top quality hay to
wintering heifers; give mature
dry cows (in winter) mixed hay,
or grass silage, plus protein
supplement; give nursing cows
roughage. grain and supplement;
give young bulls same ration as
heifers except double the grain
allowance; give herd bulls good
hay and grain according to age,
appetite and condition; and give
young cattle being fitted for
show ar sale about two pounds
of concentrate per hundredweight
per day, bright green hay and
protein supplement.

er
Nifi;

-

By HARLOW H. CURTICE
President,
Written For United Press
bs. The automotive industry will
be a leader in a steadily expanding national economy during 1957, providing, of course,
that world peace can be maintained.
Our industry should produce
and sell domestically approximately 6.5 million automobiles
and 900,000 trucks. This is about
10 per cent over 1956 for passenger cars. Total production,
including Canada and export to
other markets, should approximate 8.3 million cars and trucks.
This market growth will be
in line with a further upward
trend in general business acSTRONG ASSISTANCE
tivity. Our national gross product for 1957 should be some- I
MT. PLEASANT, Mich. (IP —
where in the neighborhood of , Patricia Jackson, 22, of Detroit
$435 billion, with disposable in- had almost succeeded in pushing
come reaching possibly $300 bil- her stalled car from a railroad
lion as against $287 billion in track near Rosebush, Mich.,
1956
when she got a powerful assist.
SErie'Full Employment
Just as Miss Jackson's muscles
We also can look forward to were about to give out, a freight
another year of substantially full train came along and finished
employment. On this basis, and
the _lob, bumping the car off
with a--prevailing confidence in the right-of-way 1i
causing
our economy, personal.consump- $100 in damage..
tion expenditures should also
continue to increase from curHAVE TOUGH DECISION
rent levels.
WASHINGTON 4Y1 — The District of Columbia commissioners
are trying to decide which of
two songs to make the official
song of the nation's capital. One
song — proclaimed official in
1951 and then apparently all
but forgotten — is called "Washington." The other is called The
District of Columbia is My Home
Town."
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give you Choice of
Keyboards.$99.50

A SENSATIONAL
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PAGE THREE

VALUE AT 1695°
4 supc..r.ed
• C,olorspeed !

11 EXCLUSIVE "HOLIDAY CASE" FOR THE
WORLD'S FIRST AND FASTEST PORTABLE

_ A

Margins

a,

Liberal Yrode-Ins—Cr•dir Terms
Practical for small atoms, 'holt'', nos
taurants, farms, homes,(aces, routs.
men,filling stations.Ideal as a"essecoAr
machine. Portable, easy to use. LIM
9 999 99; totals 99 999 99. Larger capacity models (list 999 999 99; total
9 999 999 99) also available for as low
en 000.00.

• Action
Quiet
amu
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• Ope

• QuiCera.••bpardt

Medal
7
1 -6-00-Key
Keyboard

"write'
Sa
Fi ting
TERMS AVAILABLE

FULL SCALE IN EVERYTHING BUT PRICE •

WRIT' OR PHONE FOS FM TRIAL TODAY
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OFFICER HARD TO PLEASE
DETROIT (Tr -7 Harry Moore
just can't please Patrolman Bernard Indrece. Indrece ticketed
Moore Tuesday for driving too
slowly on an expressway. Moore
took off at 70 miles an hour and
Indrece gave him another ticket
for reckless driving.

Two Crews
alit.
— et
rews to man
aimper trucks.
a fire while
reciiittor te
Iol.
•

•

Cluistopber D411 leato

Gov. Delude J. Relairts

•

OS.
..OR

•

COUNTING of absentee military
ballots put Republican Christopher Del Saito ahead of Gov.
Dennis J. Roberta in the Rhode
Island gubernatorial election.
Roberts was seeldne a fourth
term. Del Sesta is the first
Republican to win governorship
(Ntersatiosal)
since 1938.

Although it has been historically proven that prosperity and
progress are not based on war
or peak level defense expenditures, we can look forward to
somewhat higher spending in
that area, too. This should be
in the neighborhood of $42 billion. Other government spending
— federal, state and local — also
should rise some.
The construction industr y,
which set new highs in each
of the last four years, should
also continue its upward trend.
Housing starts should remain
steary with more emphasis on
non-residential building.
Cites Highway Program
With the new highway program just getting underway.
spending for highways shotir
be at least $750 million above
I 1956. or a total of around $8.5
I billion.
The tremendous demvad for
capital equipment will continue
in 1957 and expenditures are
even ',expected to show an increase.
These figures can add up to
but one thing — another good
business year in 1957. My confidence in this, of course, is
premised on our continuing successful ef f or t in maintaining
peace in the world.

I:LIBERTY,' SPECIAL FOR THEM

Smith-Corona SILENT-SUPER...
that never stops giving — a famous
TSmith-Corona
portable typewriter—particuillustrated here. Every feaHE gift

larly the Silent-Super,
ture for big machine performance, plus the fastest
Keyset Tabulator on any portable. And now,in the
exciting, new slim-line "Holiday Case" it's a
smarter-than-ever gift, to get or to give!
• ,
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GIFTS FOR ALL THE FAMILY

No. 2815

$29.95

FIREPROOF

"TREASURE
CHEST"

This table for $1.5C
with every"Sten-,' Chair ordered!

COMPLETE LINE OF
Walla

WF5153
"STENO" CHAIR

To Protect Your
Valuables

Prevents office fatigue,
improves efficiency.
Foam rubber cushion,
quality casters, adjustable seat 1612' x 13'2".
Brown, green, gray or
wine
No. 2813

Office Supplies

$35.25,
783$3KG301815013116Kean

Underwriters Guaranteed

N

s29.95

Office Equipment

MOMOM4RMAAMMOMMAAPinfaMOVOIRIartAtOWIMOSAMAgft

68303i3L53WilfORAISOlgi7OgX.;71$831181183631551854
ISZIRARZ3110310310031,

WAR

SORTING FILE

!GINIA CHARLES
EITH mccoi;

by LYON

$475

11111111111111.'

IsaattnalfilatsangesaattatafilvailesSz-,sesifiellesiernsisiwiassatentanyeaz

FOLDING ;
CHAIRS
REDUCE

$7.55

OFFICE
t FATIGUE
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FIREPROOF
CHEST
for

By LYON

nderttly
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g
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Choose from a variety of models
— all with sturdy channel steel
frames (like your automobile),
'POSTURE' Chair
durably enameled in walnut or
taupe. Steel, pressed wood or upAdiustoble 4-ways Fobri-coated
holstered seats. All LYON chsirs 7eio mill not stain, crock or
4
Sold
umf
io e
are designed to fit body contour N „
ta •
Real comfort!
rh kick plates and top besm
s
16”
;
seat
r
oers Foam rsibae
AS LOW AS

BONDS

(flies

and Other Important
Papers

$15.50
CASH BOX WITH TRAY

TYPEWRITER TABLE
Use it as a salesman's desk where
space is scarce. Id2.al for the st.cnt
in the family. Center dra tier for supplies and a shelf tar beaks. Typewriter desk height, 09' wide x 17"
deep. Houvy steel. 01.,-0 green or
N. 7:-$11.95
Cole gray finish

g

Underwriters txuaranceed

$4.80 •
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THESE AND MANY OTHER APPROPRIATE GIFTS FOR THE HOME AND OFFICE

USE OUR

o.

Lay - A - Way Plan
LADY WHITT has • special meaning for Lily Kalmai and son
Loaf, 6, as they bold up their suns to her in New York. They are
refugees from Hungary. Photo was made by Ham Reinhart
/sternetesoal Soisesdpkoto),
througangulon Lena,

ts.

...0
1-AVAWAVV-AWAV.-A

OFFICE SUPPLY DEPT
DAILY_LEDGER & TIMES
Greene 0. Wilson, Manager
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Nato Nations May Get These Fighter-Bombers

a

By RON 'BURTON
6#00"
:_
United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD UP - When
By WILLIAM MO)..E
you're 22 you look at matters
°USW William Kola. Reprinted by perrnisaios of the bimilles publisher. Dodd, Mead & Co.
Distributed by Sins Feeturiii .".>ndicate.
Mle way, but things are a lot different when you're 31. Writer
CHAPTER 36
Casson,
who
looked
dark,:
their
drink
stand.
at
supper
was
and
after
Calder Willingham had heard this,
By MARION B. FOLSOM
DERRY remained motionless. rich sherry"—Casson swallowed big a pace behind Perry. Casson
now he accepts( it as fact, because
Secretary of Health. Education
bowed over his knees. Cas- —"and they will talk about me." nodded. Strutt.rose to his feet.
I
be wrote a,film script at 33 for a
and Welfare
son was still also, but his heart He brought his gaze back to meet ' "I charge you, John Henry
A successful ednclusion to the novel he wrote at 22.
Casson's.
was beating violenUy.
Perry, with the murder of James
'
"The element of adolescent prolong effort for enactment of fed"How do I know you will do
'But you will keep your aide Robert Macfarlane. I caution you
that anything you say will be
eral aid for school construction test is gone," he said. "This makes
this ?'' asked Perry.
of the bargain?'
taken down and may be used in
stands high among my hopes and the narrative much clearer - the
"If you observe your part of
"I promise."
evidence against you."
characters, too."
expectations for 1957.
the bargain. I will observe mine."
Perry leaned back and breathed
the
Strutt put
confession hi
Willingham turned out "End as
Perry looked up sharply.
The time is ripe, even long
a long sigh of relaxation.
front of him.
"The bargain 1.1 this," said Casoverdue, for
positive
action. a Man" as his first novel. The
"Very well. At last people will
"Do you wish to sign this?"
son. "If 1 write your Mary as I talk about me."
Thousands of children are in film script for Columbia also rep"I do."
have said I will. you'll tell it to
overcrowded or makeshift class- resents a first-his first screenplay.
"Read it through. To yourself.
Camas rapped on the cell door
me again, here and now, in your and, When the constable put his Not aloud." Perry picked
rooms. Our schools, which are The Geqrgia-born author's story
it hP
words and from the begiruung. head in, said:
and read it through.
essential to our democrac.:, must is set aliti southern military colYou will then write a confession
"Bring me some paper. Lot'
"Is it true?" Strutt =dad
lege wick has been compared to
be shored up.
of the murder or Jun Macfarlane. of it. And a jug of water." .
as Perry laid it down
Federal legislation will be most "From Here to Eternity" and "The
You need not mention all the
"Quite correct."
When the water came irry
,
e
effective if it calls for allotments. Naked add the Dead" in its viocases of blackmailing."
THIS FIELD of 59 Republic F-81E Thunderbolt fighter-bombers has been turned down by the Air Nal
drank baU a pint of it at once
'Then. if you wish, you may
to states according to their school lent opposition to the usual views.
Lona' Guard, which was going to take them for training purposes. Now they
"You want a confession?"
and started talking. By the tune add: 'I have read this statement.
may be reconditioned
."The novel version of my story
for NATO nations. They are shown in Ontario, Calif. The planes
building needs and financial abihe had finished, it was ten min- which I have made voluntarily,
cost 412.500,000, and overhauling
would have cost the Air National Guard ;1,543,000.
lities. It definitely should insure really had something of protest,
utes to four in the morning.
and it is true.' Then, if you wish
Perry laughed in jubilation.
/international amouiphotog
"Magnificent," Bald Casson, his to do so, you may sign It"
that—in keeping with the Amer- something of social conscience,"
• "So you haven't any evidence,"
he said. "It was really a comic
from cigarette smoke.
raw
mouth
signed.
Perry
tradition—scho
ican
ol
control
rehe said.
• • •
A modified pencil sharpener ,
"Now, the confession."
mains with the states and com- horror story - a nightmare, how"In order to convict you, CasCasson pushed over some blank
shapes the ends which next are
The next Sunday Casson drove
ever.
munities.
son replied. "we- shall bring into paper. Perry took his pen out of out to Putney. It was a morning
fitted with arrow heads and
May Be Funnier
Anticipates Further Expansion
court every particle of evidence his breast pocket.
of shimmering heat, gold pouring
Docks for the bow string to fit in.
"The picture is fundamentally
about your biackmaiL Lockyer
And through matching require"You ought to begin by saying out of a sapphire sky. He stopped
Then, Brown begins the crestwill be a witness: so will Mho who you ore," said Casson. "You the car
BERKELEY, Calif. 14 ments and other provisions it a study of evil. Comparison bein Disraeli Road.
ing. or decorative painting, to skin-diving club is helpirg L't
Martin: so will Mrs. Gordonstoun: know. 'I. John Henry Perry. of
should encourage local school tween it and the novel shows I've
Jean Shaw answered the bell.
so will lean Shaw...."
personalize the arrows. For the versity of California scienti:
51 Bickersteth Street,
"I thought you might Can to
districts and states to even great- decreased in grimness - that I've
"They'll refuse. They wen.
;
ALBANY, N. Y. UP - A state float step of Retching — putting push ahead with research
_ -er effort-of-- their own toward deeeloped---e--more easrigoing
:and_tbein_ you Lond. go on hihrh with. me"be_jadd.
dare.'
office worker and a bacteriologist the feathers on the arrow — he cancer and fundamental preblei
That's the efficient way."
'Tm sorry. Mr. Duker," she rebuilding more schools for our attitude."
"Moreover," said Casson, payhas a special clamp which holds in biology, according to
Perry started writing. He plied. "I have another engageWillingham
•
said
the
children.
two
a rece
ver- have gone into the bow and aring no attenuon to him, -I too looked up.
ment*
the selected turkey feathers in UC toulletin.
I also anticipate continued ex- sions aren't really the same story row business — for fun.
will be a witness. The court will
"You only want the facts about
"Ihn sorry too. Another time,
Tile young aqualung exper
Mr. and Mrs. Joesph Brown place .whilE the glue sets, and a
not be interested in my interpre- the mu:der ?"
pansion and improvement of the to him. He also said a play verperhaps." She did not answer. but
tation of your career. It will take
office of education during 1957. sion he turned out was some- have turned one room of their homemade electric device trims members of the California Co
-And the blackmail of Mrs. walked with him down the garden
them into shape!
from me the facts only, nothing Gordonstoun. That explains the path. When they
gers Club of Oakland, supi
This will permit the .office to where between the novel and horn into an "arsenal" for making
were at the gate
more. Those facts will be stale motive."
While the paint is drying. Mrs. zoologists on the Berkeley
their own Archery equipment.
Ishe put her fingers on it to preserve education and the people the film' play.
cat
news when your trial is over. Al
Brown
finds time to stitch up a pus with fresh sea urchino
It took him fifty-five minutes vent It epening.
"Now I'm interested in writing He's the state worker, she's the
throughout the nation more efwit
a man you will be dead and as a to write it
new
quiver or armguard.
1 "You succeeded.* It was a blunt
are needed for their speen a
more serious conunedy," he said bacteriologist. ih
fectively.
.
)
story you will be dead. I want a
"There!" he announced as he statement
Building a bow is more involv- eggs in studies of
The outlook is especially bright "Maybe this will mean that the
cell divisi
confession of the murder and the put down his
Long
interested
in
hunting,
pen and handed the
"I did, Miss Shaw."
ed
than
arrow-making.
Most of the specimens broug
but
for educational researCh. A num- motion picture is funnier than the fishing and camping — with
last blackmail: of that and of that two sheets of paper to Casson. I
"Will you tell me how?"
Brown
has
a
closet
full
of
to
the
book."
only. The rest will be saved to think
them.
laboratory by the dive
ber of colleges, universities and
a special love for the sound of a
that will do. I think it is ; "I persuaded him to confess. I
His newest model is made of lam- ar obtained in the
surprise them in your biography." rather good." Casson read it. It appealed
Willingham has gone through whistling arrow — they belong
state educational agencies already
relative
to his vanity. I promto inated wood and
Perry looked up.
fiberglass.
deep water in Monterrey 13s
are engaged in research projects three media in his story, and he a field archers club, an organizawould certainly do. As a death ised to write his story after he
"How do I know it will be pub- warrant it was entirely adequate. was dead."
according to Henry M. Rcisw
under a new cooprative program prefers the novel as a medium. tion of hunters and target shoot1.slied 7 How can I be sure that
"Fine," said Casson. He rose to
club secretary-treasurer.
She !coked at him. "Are you
with the office of education. Fur- However, thare's one significant ers.
°Air
Aids
Anonymous
people will read about me?"
Motorist
his feet "Are you ready?"
going to?"
ther significant strides are ex- thing against. it.
Archery isn't an expensive
WASHINGTON ill — A young
member of my club wanted
Perry drew in his breath and
"No."
"It's butler to make a living sport, especially if you
pected.
MUNCHING MOOSE
"do it man who prefers to remain
me to write for his newspaper, his mouth trembled.
"1Ilut you nromised him." '
writing
novels,"
he said, "Finan- yourself," Brown said.
The next year Should bring a
anonymous .told today how he
I snail offer your biography to
BINGHAM, Me. II
"Very well," he said.
"A promiee not given on , e
Fe
cially
speaking, the best thing for
landmark in plant for higher edhim. He will take it."
The workshop is filled with pulled a fast one on District dinand the Bull wasn't tes on
Casson rapped on the door of heart, Miss Shaw, is not a prem"You belong to a club?" Perry the cell. He heard a yawn as the ise."
ucation, with the repoit and rec- a writer is motion pictures. And supplies of lemon wood, specially of Columbia automobile safety large quadruped with a
pencha.
asked quickly. "Which one?"
constable unlocked it again.
ommendations of the President's as far as plays go, they're too ordered for the bows, and cedar inspectors. The inspectors re- for feasting on flowers. Osc:
"Is it not—a Matter of honor?
"Cane's."
"Take us to the superintend- I hated him but ..."
fused
tq
Committee on Education beyond much of a risk."
kriller,
approoe
a
-/ii;
for the arrows, along with an argar beetateMai
garageman ,in th
"Cane's," Perry mused. "St ent," he said. Perry followed them t He onened the rate. She made
the high(' school. With ever-intong country town. .saw
ray of home-made gadgets to they folind its headlights ware
James's street I should like to through the bleak hall of the sta- no motion to stop him.
shining
too
th&e
hign.
o
creasing
th
numbers of students enranrehinriiienentedly c
SNOW NOTE
make the work easier. Vapors of
have gone into a club before I lion.
"dood-bye. Miss Shaw."
gaging in college and -aniversity
the various lacquers are more man drove to a nearby filling the blooms in 'Mrs. Victoria Cs
died, Will you tell my story to
• • •
Casson went straight into the
station,
let
some
hill's
air
out
garden just off the busines
of his
study and other post-high school
FLINT, Mich. lilt J Stanley, pleasing than French perfumes,
the members of Cane's?"
4 office, giving Perry no time to
John Perry was hanged(at
front tires and pumped some district.
education, the committee faces a Hintz, 52, an auto plant worker, according to Mrs. Brown.
'If you wish."
; hesitate. He took the confession Brixton prison et nine o'clock this
additional
air
into
the rear ones.
"They will talk abuut me," and laid it on the desk. Strutt mremire. As I promised, I ham
challenging opportunit.e. It has has invented a mobile snowMany Bows
Back to the inspection station
SHERMAN OAKS, Calif. 121 Perry said, a strange look on his seised it, glanced at Perry. and written his o'erv.
already made commendaisle head- disposal machine that melts
Brown usually makes a dozen
sily
t
and
sailed
through A seven-foot Santa Claus A'chic
face.'They will sit roun4 the gm/ began to mad. Her dnisisod it,
snow instead of carting It,away. arrows at a time, on an assembly
way.
THE END
iieasily.
chappeared from a froritY law
He has a scale model that melts line basis. He first cuts
round
here last weekend mysterious]
Exposes Gratifying Progreso
ice cubes in seconds, but he sticks, or shafts,
into proper
Kansas
annually
produces one- returned Tuesday. The o n I
With better appreciation of the lacks $5,000 necessary to turn
length, then dips them twice in fourth of the nation's winter change
in the dummy Sant
teacher's keg-role in our complex out a full-size snow-melter.
clear lacquer.
wheat supply.
..,s a high polish on his boots.
technological society, I expect
gratifly progress in such areas I quire is money — much more
as teacher pay and prestige.
money than we have ever spent
With
enrollments increasing before for education.. And the
, each year to new recoil levels, money must be contributed by
; with our advancing technoldly, all levels of government—local,
with the increasing complexity of state and federal—and by private
our social order, all the facts sources.
By WAYNE ROBERTS
---44 _
about educational needs today
Among the many factors that
'0 nu.11011111M7 k Curl. mt., publishers of the now noiel. Distributed by King Features
point to one clear conclusion,
Syndicate_
will shape the future of educeAmerica must have an educa- Ron, none is more important than
CHAtorER I
' most women. That must ,he so.'fore Lee's surreuder, and showed
tional expansion _ and readjust- the interest and concern of citiI IEUTMNANT Chad Endicott Chad thdught, if half the 'stores it,
ment beyond- anything we have zens in their own communities.
said genially. "It's good to see
rode out of Jefferson barracks whispered arouod St. Louis were you, Chad."
ever known before.
He held out his hand.
For only with the support of the
at sundown. the April wind strik- true.
, "I suppose you're looking forward
Face The Facts
American people can education
ing at him with wintry claws.1 They
and
to
getting
mounted the steps
away in the morning."
And the American people effectively play its vital role in
, Spring v-as still a promise in St
crossed the veranda to the front
Chad shook hands with him
should' face up to the hard fact our expanding economy and proLouis, the streets hock-deep in door. Stiner
reached for the bell and glanced at Elizabeth. "Not
that one of the things this ex- vide a firm foundation for freemud, the great locust trees that pull and
stopped when Chad said, exactly, general." Chad said, and
would lay cool shade upon the -Wait"
pansion and adjustment will re- dom itself.
He wasn't sure he was ' turned to shake hands with Major
sidewalks in July now just coin- ' doing
right, but he had to say Grunwald.
big into full lest. But Chad • this.
I"
Chad bowed to the major's wife,
wouldn't be here to-walk through(
"1 want to remind you that Myra. She spoke to him, but
that shade with Elizabeth Tipton
5.
Elizabeth
and
I
are
engaged,"
he
turned
at once to Stiner, who had
clinging to his arm. He'd be up
set down beside her on the velvetthe Missouri a thousand miles said.
1 "I know that." Stiner returned covered love seat -Alvin, don't
from here.
And why? Because the Army coolly. "Your engagement was You think the upper Missouri
- , country is too dangerous for
said so. You didn't argue with the , announced last
Army. No use to say he didn't
"I'll be gone' for at least a ' travel? There's so muck talk
alant a change. because he and year," Chad went on. -I want to about the Montana gold mines
Elizabeth had planned to be mar- make m yself plain. Let her and so many peeple are going upriver this spring. It dOesn't_seem
ried in June.
alone."
He turned a corner and rode ,I Stiner laughed softly. "It would 'worth the risk."
up the street that led to General'seem you are not quite sure of I Tipton said; "The world's made
Tipton's house, passing a man ' her love, lieutenant."
for *adventure."
who was hurrying along-the side- I "Yoiere wrong," Chad said hot-1 "For men." Elizabeth was still
walk. In the gathering darkness, y. "I trust her, but I don't trust standing beside Chad, her arm
he didn't even glance at him. He ' you. If you so much as touch her, through his. "I wish I were going
had no roam in his mind for any- I I'll kill you when I get back."
with you, Chad."
thing or anyone excupt Elizabeth.' The laughter fled from Starter's!. This was the one issue which
Reining up in front of the Tip- , face. "Save your killing for the had come between them from the
ton house, he tethered his horse Sioux, lieutenant You should day Chad had received his assign.
at the metal hitching post. The know I am not a man you can ment Elizabeth wanted to go as
general, he thought, could have threaten.- He swung around and his wife, and he had refused to
changed his assignment, but Chad gave the bell pull a violent jerk. consider it, knowing the hardships
couldn't ask him, any more than A servant opened JIM door.
to keep her clothes that way!
that lay ahead.
he could go to General Sherman I Stiner stepped into the hall..1 - Tipton changed the subject
and say he'd have to be excused Chad hesitated. He had made a "Chad, we were discussing pollbecauseehe was in love.
!mistake, for his •threat had ac-'tics when you and Alvin came in.
He stomped mud from his complished nothing. He had only In my opinion, our man th the
You don't have to spend a fortune on
shoes, and turned through the permitted Stiner to see his uncer- White House is the pooreut we
gate. He heard steps, heard a tainty.
clothes to look well groomed. Just follow
could have. Forgive and forget,
man call in a genial tone, "Good t Chad moved through the door, he says. Well, he's from the
two Simple rules. Choose your wardrobe
evenin 1;1, lieutenant" Chad He said. "Good evening, Nero," South."
carefully— then, keep those precious clothes
stopped. The man was Alvin and tool off his coat and camStiller's big hands knotted on
Stiner and he was corning here. '' paign hat. Nero opened the door his lap. He was alwayi a little
looking their very best with frequent Sani"Good evening. Stiner," Chad into the parlor, calling. "Lieuten- self-conscious, Chad knew, when
'tone Dry Cleanings. You'll get them back
said as courteously as he could. ant Endicott and Mr. Miner."
I this sort of thing came up. Aldealt'through and through with the likeAlvin Stiner was a wealthy
Elizabeth came toward them, though most of his fortune had
new beauty of colors, patterns and textrader who dealt with the Indians ' giving Chad her -wrrrile.-Stre was'come from trade nigh the Federal
and contracted for Army supplies. tall and roundly molded, and' Army, he was, by origin, a Southtures fully restored. You can wear them
so it was natural that he should her white silk gown clung tighUy erner.
best" many, many times oftener. So,
"for
travel almost exclusively in mili- to her slender Wa 1st
Stiner had avoided taking part
why not call us for Sanitone Service today?
tary society, but it wasn't entireShe spoke to Staler, who bowed in the Lghting, and had made the
ly natural for him to seek out and said. "You are very beautiful most of his opportunity to profit
the Tipton home as he had in the tonight, Elizabeth."
from the conflict.
para. At least it seemed so to
She gave him a- brief glance l "It seems to me, ;tenors',"
es- Chad, for Stiner made no secret and thanked him. then 'turned to Stiller said, -that a • man should
atlas interest in Elitabeth.
Chad. "This is a little surprise not be condemned because he
Stiner said, "I understand the party." she said. "I wanted you comes from the South."
Tipton' are hiving a dinner party , to have a good last memory while p -Of course not." Myra ,said
In your honor tonight, lieuten- you're building the new Army quickly, "but we were sayingi our
t
ant Let me wish you all the luck post and eating prairie fare."
present policy can bring =tilting
in the world in your pursuit of
For a rpement he stood there but disaster."
r .
11
glory."
i looking into her eyes, then he
ad did not agree, and wisild••
MRS. FRANCES MANKEISSHIP, 37,. an English war bride who came
"Thank
said.
you," and drew her to him and kissed her, have said so if Noro had not ,
Chad
tn
felloieto *up with Stiseere-Chael-not-earing-wheoveserwatehring: ----operred-the-Prerith deem
. a rarity. American Medical association officials said records show
an even six feet in height,
She stepped back, still smiling. , dining room and called, toer-hwas 'Dinner
only one other case of two sets of triplet:14pm to one mother.
hut Stiner was at least three and they walked towsrd the fire- is served," It was lest as *sell,
Flu: is shown holding up three fingers in a Chicago hospital to
r. a perfectly proper- place. General Tinton, a tall. Chad thought, Mitt he kept his
oches
_ioned man &hose virile good gaunt man who had gone through ' views to himself.
ryr.!foilze the eret triplets, both thy 1, 1952. Second act (lower)
'
1_ 17. to pounds, gag
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Revolt In
Hungary Big of
News Of 1956

I 24 1966

rs

.
NEW YORK ars
Revolt in
Hungary was the biggest news
story of 1956. And 1956 was
the biggest news year since the
outbreak of the Korean War.
That is the opinion of editors
of United Press client news;Japers who cast ballots in a
country-wide poll.
The editors made their selections from a list of 56 big events
nominated in his weekly letter
to client editors by Earl J
Johnson, UP vice president and
general news manager.
The Suez crisis was voted the
number two stori of the year
and the re-election of President
was number three.
W. E. K-ock of the Bell Telephone Laboratories de- Eisenhower
"When we began writing down
monstrates the recently-developed "picture phone." entries for the ballot we realized
'Still in the experimental stages, the "picture phone" what an uncommonly big news
has been used to transmit a recognizable image from year 1956 had been," Johnson
said. "Dozens of stories on the
coast to coast.
list which would have qualified
Scientists ha%e given eyes to The picture screen and camera for the first ten in other years
are in a box alongside the telethe telephone,
got only a handful of votes. An
. And the time may come in phone. If a person doesn't want example is what happened Aug.
the foreseeable future when a to be seen he can flip off the 7 in Cali, Colombia. A fleet of
'person can make a telephone picture switch. But at the same trucks laden with dynamite blew
NI call and see and be seen iay time he cuts off his view of up. in the middle of the city,
the person at the other end of the party at the other end.
killing 1,200 persons. But so
Mr. Riddle said the expert- .many other 'worldshakers' hap'the line.
the
is
phone"
"picture
experimental mental
It's
pened before and after Cali that
stage now, however. This "plc- first system Of its kind to offer we forgot the incident ourselves
commercially
being
of
lure phone" is still undergoing promise
until it turned up in our chrondevelopment , and is not yet feasible because it uses ordinary ology of event."
transmission.
for
wires
ready for commercial use, Mr. telephone
Johnson pointed out the wide
Bell Telephone Comptny in Mut- snly one pair of wires is re- range of subject matter of the
carthose
to
quired in addition
ray, said today.
stories, in a year of wars, reResearchers at 'the Bell. Tele- rying the conversation.
volutions and disasters a roA phone Laboratories have used
mance - Grace Kelly and Prin%.0 the device recently to send rece Ranier - was voted into the
re
cognizable picturas over With/tees
FOR GINA
"big ten."
as great as from' Ne* York to
Another interesting selection
Los Angeles.
A was Don Larsen's perfect World
BALTIMORE, Md. 18
The Images sent by the,"pic- Maryland florists' organization Series game, a feat that worked
lure phone" vary it;size from has moved to insure immortality
im nortality against the 01 y m,p c Games,
one . by oneand-se:hall- *inches eor Italian fil n trir
Lotin an orinarY year would
to two by three inches. The are lobrigida even in the event that "have
r have bee. almost an automatic
in black and white and show the arts forget her. The Rini- choice.
only the head and shoulders. more Allieci Florists Association
A new picture is transmitted named' a spectacular lavender
every two seconds.
orchid after the oeauty.
nat
The "picture 'phone
an intruder. Switches at both
The trend in dairying is towends of the line have to be
"on" for the picture to be trans- ard larger, b u t fewer dairy
mitted with the conversation, farms, says the USDA.
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ER - -- THANKS,
EVERYBODY

I'M GLAD P DIDN'T
SEND ANY CARDS
THIS YEAR - NOBODY
SENT
• MaANY

Cap, 1113. y

/

By HARMAN W. NiCHOLS
United Press Staff Correspondent
What's
WASHINGTON 11•1
new in Washington:
I The committee handling Ike's
inauguration, headed by gen.
Styles Bridges, the Republican
from New Hampshire. is having
a time of it.
There are 96 senators, 435 representatives. Each senator gets 12
eight.
representatives
tickets;
That adds up to 4,832 tickets
right there. But the senators and
representatives have the heat on
for extra tickets to tickle the ego
of travelers from the bush. The
lawmakers aren't getting vet,'
far. There are only 15,000 seats.
Standing room only likely will
gather in 100 thousand.

Raeburn Van Buren
--BECAUSE THEY'RE HERE NOW;
THAT'S RIGHT, A DETECTIVE AND
A POLICE OFFICER- AND THEY'VE
GIVEN ME THE AWFUL DETAILS
ON THE LATEST

HARRY-YOU'VE GOT TO
DO SOMETHING ABOUT
ROCKY; TI-IF POLICE
WERE HERE
AGAIN TODAY .1

HORROR ROCKY'S
COMMITTED;

Of
s.
Cs, 1,1,4 b, 1.1•41•41

• II
eorr

,

)
air craft
24-T II rile
^0-The knee
21-Openwork
fehrk
__Oorn.
pigment (pt)
"6 lnorn
17 -Meech*
41-eart of flower
'
st-Tterk elle*
43-Pitch
44-Fla I -hntinmed
ISIat

36-Clty In Italy
mug I, t,,k
(rondo

114
.-....•-..- -....•
..-4-1".

17

Vi•-111%., •

HAS SHE GOT ANS' OTHER
FAMILY- I MEAN MAYBE
SOMEBODY IN A SMALL
TOWN SOMEWHERE'?

NO-WAIT A MI`'UTE./ I'VE GOT A
COUSIN-ABBIE SCRAPPLE- I
HAVEN'T SEEN HER IN YEARS
BUT WE USED TO BE FOND
OF EACH OTHER.,' MAYBE-JUST MAYBE II

•

L1L' ABNER
-AN'NO ONE WOULD
BE INSANE 'NUFF
K/CK THEM
SUPPORTS DOWN!!

My old friend Jack Maguire of
Railway Progress, wants everybody to know that Christmas,
1956, is the natal date of railroads. 'That would be,
1830, in JCharleston. • S.C., when
a ,
the SO-1'1th Carleina-FUTWU
common carrier operated. by
steam, hit the rails.

pee. as,

Rep. Usher L. Burdick. the Re,
publican ,from North Dakota, tells
his fellow farmers: "If all the
farmers'are fixed this year as I
am, the income tax will nollgive
down enough money to help the
U.S. Revenue Department office."
The law-maker works up aster
that Burdick adds:
"Ordinarily income tax investigators can find that you owe
some more. If you posy too much,
you can't get it back. and if you
don't pay what they ask they
will put you on the inside looking out. But this year, all this
worry is out. We have no income
and *the tax collector who can
find any income from this area
should be classed with Colanibus. Balboa. LaSalle, Champlain,
A. Conan Doyle, Pittherion. etc."

snia,tiDDLE NOM
GOT IT HEVERYTHING A UDDLE KIT COULD
WANT-A TELEVISION SAT, Ai DI CYC LE,A HOU TBOARD
MOTOR,A DRUM, A FOOTBALL,A MODEL HAIR PLANE,A
BAT, A BASEBALL,AND A GLOVE.T

IS
LL
MADE
,
OF ICE!

NOTCHERLY.r.r 7
WHAT ELSE IS T1-IERE IN
LOWER SLOB130VIA

There was a Hungarian breakfast the other day - for relief
over there. of course. Natety
teachers of a dance' school kickus part of their satary:-The-frIonAffement maiched the tab.

.ch on

:1 ,

nic1:11.m•
'

••••rved
S.../heare.

I KNOW. BUT WHAT
tif) 1 DO? WHERE
DO I GO1

I KNOW ROCKY'S °No, SIXTEEN,
MR.RIDGE. BUT ONCE THEY START
DECLARING WAR ON
SOCIETY, THERE'S NO
TELLING WHERE
THESE YOUNGSTERS
MIGHT WIND UP.'

When Secretary of Alticultuke
Ezra Benson is in his sanctum,
his big official Cadillac is parked outside, license 126-blocking
other cars. It stands there until.
the secretary is of a mood to
move on. No tickets; that's immunity.

1

how. hadisol, o.

ABB1E an' SLATS

•

t.••• •••k••• •

1- Irre•-5 bordrr
(p43

44-Snore
49-Onere be
Verdi
60-Trniled 4or
inoneY
54 -f`ev of
derision

by Ernie Bushmiller

I

A little while back the national housing center showed off
a bunch of old time bathtubs.some of them dating way, way
back. Since then• letters have
been coming in asking for a
lend-lease on the tubs. I have
had a lot of letters wanting to
know where the tubs can be
bought. They aren't for sale.

•
visual aids for heaith informa- similar work. A master's degree
tion purposes. The work will; and need help to get information
also include planning and con- to the public about the Salk
ducting health programs with vaccine program and other vital
such community groups as health measure... Thc health edschpols, physicians, and civic ucator to serve the west Kengroups.
tucky area is urgently qeedeci,
The need for increased health she continued.
education work throughout the , ; Applicants tor the position
Ptate was stressed by Miss Serail must hvs at il,east a bachelor's
C. Slice, Director, Division of degree,-Iprefera ly in journalism,
Health Education, who cited the In a related field may be sub- •
lagging peliornyelitis Vaccine pro- stituted /for one of the three
gram as an example. "Too many years' experience. They must
people do not yet know that own a car and be willing to
the supply of Salk vaccine is travel in the area. Preference
ample, thal it is safe, and that I will be given to those who are
•hree shobe aproperly spaced, Interested in public health eduerr. -•t at !Oast 90% of its users cation az a carct.-tr. The position
ag7 .e.: paralytic polio," Slis, now vacant has a starting salary
Sticc sa*.i. Slo.-.l county' health of $384000 per year. and travel
departments are i• - -Ierqaffel expenses a r e paid.

NANCY

Wharsilewin
Washington

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

PAGE FIVE

A point-rating system was de- were: The kidnaping of Peter
vised to show the relative popu- Weinberger; the blinding of Vic-I
Linty of !the ‘arious choices. tor Rlesel and the rioting in I
Under this Ostem the standing Poland.
the first' ten was as follows:
Editors of United Press client,
I. Revolt in Hungary 1,931; 2. newspapers abroad now are beSuez crisis 1,581; 3. Re-election Mg polled on their choices of '
of President- Eisenhower 1,449; the ten biggest stories. Early W
4 Sinking of the Andrea Doris returns indicate the lists for West
1,219; 5. Collision of two air_ Europe, South America and Asia
will vary considerably from the
Grand
line
liners
over theCanyon
selections made by American
The Kentucky State Depart911; 6. Death of six Marines
editors.
ment of Health ir seeking a
in a night disciplinary march
western Kentucky representative
and the sentencing of Sergeant
ROBS STORE TO DEFEND SE'LF I to assist in the promotion of
McKeon 656; 7. Violence in the
poliomyelitis vaccinafIon, cancer
South over school integration
SAN FRANCISCO IP -Frank- / control, sanitat on and other
581; 8. Wedding of Prince Ranier
and Grace Kelly 482; 9. Don tin Lyndaman, 24, told police he public health proita7rt-•. .1- • ,•?e tr .cator,
Larsen's perfect World Series robbed a package store of $180 presentative, a hea:
game 394; 10. Soviet downgrad- because he needed money to' will wfrk with re- aty health
I defend himself of a hit-run! departments in Ihs area pre•
ing of Josef Stalin 349.
paring mO WA4 ptiV y and
The next three runners-up! charge.
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Ceb News
1

aketivitias

TV-2 Jet Trainer Crash Lands, Pilot Is Safe

icirial rim r

Personth

Miss Mildred Dunn Becomes The Bride Of South Murray Club
Ha.' Dinner Meet.
Charles
A. Thomas In Church Ceremory
Mr and Mrs. tielmas Bazzell•
ceremany kt th? Chapel of,At The Foy
MI
and
Maa
fieici.
Laurah
Mrs
Home
Miss Mildred Dunn of Colum-

Atemisities of the Central ChrisMrs Pat Riley visited relatives bus. Ohio. daughter of Mr. and
tian Church in Lexington. Ar- ! The South Murray Homernakin Alabama recently.
Mrs. Joe Guy Dunn of this
rangements of white poinsettias ! ars Club' met in the home of
..a. ,
••• •
oounty. became the bride. of : and palms were used as decora- !Mrs. S. V. Foy for the Christmas
Airman First Class J a m e s Charles A. Thomaf of Spring- :*ions.
! dinner with sixteen members
Adams who has just returned field. Ohio, son of Mrs. J. Elbert ' The bride, given in marria ' with their husbands, six children
from a tenure of serc ice in Japan , Thomas and the late Dr. Thomas w
h ecgirogewtoowont. and Mrs. Barletta Wralher 'breJettt lie)fostG
an stree
byorelva
sentt to enjoy a bountiful turkey
is spending a thirty days' leave : of Dayton. on Saturday, Decemdinner with all the trimmings.
champagne peau de soie. The
here. He will be stationed in : ber 22.
Mrs. Olin Moore and Mrs.
Dr. Leslie Smith performed the fitted bodice, which had threeAlabama.
Lennis Fisk. food leaders, prequarter length sleeves, was de- pared the
dinner. Mrs Walter
signed with a scooped neckline I Miller was one oi the
leaders
enhanced by hand-run Alencon but was unable to attend.
lace. The very full skirt featured
After the group arrived, Mrs.
matching lace trim. She wore
Moore gave the lesson on "How
champazne‘ satin hat with a to Prepare An Easy
qtti
Christanw
face veil and carried a bouquet Dinner." Numbers were then
•:Itite feathered carnations, • given to select dinner partners.
•,utlined with holly and ivy. After the dinner these numbers
centered with a white orchid.
E were called in order with the
Mrs. Ivan Jett of Georgetown armouncement that each couple
was matron of honor. She wore carry their dishes to the kitchen.
a gown of soft brown lace over The gentleman was given an The plane pictureo above was successfully crash landed near Hazel Saturday
pink taffeta, fashioned similar apron and the lady he ate with
to the dress of the bride. Her a dish towel and in no time
French Atmosphere
This 14--tt of the 'country has had Happy, Healthy, and Prosperous
bandeau of green leaves was the big task of dish-washir.g
a good crop year even tlapugh New Year.
The best to the Ledger and
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for Fine Gifts
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WHAT A CHRISTMAS ,PRESENT!
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Phone $64-J

Revolution Was
Truly Spontaneous
Reports Jones

May the blessed
spirit
this

of

joyous
stases

fill your

heart

with peace,
good will

mg

happiness.

Grahmi&Jackson
CLIFF and

BRAD

MINNEAPOLIS SP -The Hungarian revolution was a "trill's;
spontaneous -and- unanimons"-de---•mand for 'freedom, Russell'Jones.
,h! only American newsman -in
Budapest through most of the re,lt. fold Wednesday night.
United Press foreign correspondent lines said he never was
able to -find the man or men
who •led. the fighting for Hun! gfirian freedom.
, "It was the 'entire Hungarian
people who fought-especially in:ellectuals,
young
people
in
schools Ind colleges and workers."
Jones said "the finest ththg
• that ever happened to ide-or
!could happen to any Americanwas to participate in a very small
way in this thing the Hungarian
people tried to do."
He said he does not believe it
possible for the Hungarian patriots now to win more than the
return of Imre Nagy from exiie
In Romania and his establishment
at the head of a national Communist regime.
''Because I saw the Hungarians do the impossible so many
times." Jones said, however, "I
want trlbelieve they van
ultimate impossible and win."
He said he believes Hungary I
would have been a "brink worth
Wain to" by Use United States,

a.
a
•
•
•
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Murray Gift
Shop

THE nESTRUCTIVE TEPtAtTF

MONK'S

SUPER SERVICE
Standard

800 OLIVE 81.

ID 731

Oil Products

509 S. 12th St

FREE INSPECTION

TERMITES
-Licensed and InsuredSam Kelley

LOVETT & ROBERTS,
PHILLIPS 66 SERVICE STATION
PHILLIPS 16 TIRES • BATTERIES • OIL - GAS

Kelley's Pest
Control

— Open 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. and Sundays — •

Moneyfor Christmas

•
THE NOEt FRANCIS O'KELLY family is shown in a surprise reunion
In San Diego. Calif.. on arrival of Mrs. O'Kelly and the two sons
from Ireland. Like this ft happened: Noel, a Convate:empasye,
had been laying aside $40 a week to bring his family from Dublin.
His fellow workers heard about this, and 50 of them secretly
chipped In to the tune of $600 and had the family brought over
unbeknowast to Noel. What a Christmas present! (Internatiottal)

